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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

eXecutive summARy

The Klosters Forum (‘TKF’) was launched in 2017 to bring together groups of 
people, by invitation, to focus on a preselected social and/or environmental 
issue in order to increase the understanding of key challenges, to share 
information and promote collaborative solutions. TKF creates a space in 
which time is set aside for participants with relevant backgrounds to focus 
on a single issue. We have heard too often, from NGOs, entrepreneurs and 
investors  that their schedules do not usually allow for this deep thinking. 
Our focus is on creating viable solutions, which we do by creating networks, 
brokering collaborations and incubating thought leadership. 

In 2017, our Forum aimed to promote solutions for improved access to qual-
ity, safe and sustainable education for refugee children, adolescents and 
adults. As our inaugural event, TKF 2017 was exceptionally successful with 
numerous multi-stakeholder collaborations and 83 pledges of support 
from participants and TKF Friends. The next Forum, kicking off in July 2018, 
will look to tackle the ever-growing challenge of stemming the flow of plas-
tic into the ocean. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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2017 ACHIEVEMENTS AND OUTCOMES

tKF August 2017 - impRoving Access to QuAlity, sAFe AnD 
sustAinAble eDucAtion FoR ReFugees

In August 2017 The Klosters Forum brought together a hand-picked  
cohort of 75 expert practitioners and funders from around the world and 
from diverse sectors. TKF provided the time and space needed for deep 
discussions and inspiration and acted as a catalyst for collaborative pro-
jects on innovative solutions for refugee education. Over 3 days partici-
pants who otherwise might not have met, took part in small working groups 
on curated topics relating to challenges that children, parents, educators 
and organisations face in accessing and providing quality, safe and sus-
tainable education, and what solutions are or could be made possible. Out-
side the workshops participants walked and hiked together, attended film 
screenings and continued their conversations at drinks parties and private 
dinners. 
Participating organisations included Microsoft, IKEA, UNHCR, UNICEF, 
Save The Children, DfID, the University of Geneva, SNHU, Arizona State 
University, iACT, NetHope, World Vision, Refugee Trauma Initiative, Rumie, 
Bibliothèques Sans Frontières (Libraries Without Borders), and many more.

3www.theklostersforum.com
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2017 ACHIEVEMENTS AND OUTCOMES

tKF August 2017 collAboRAtions 
Alongside 83 support pledges from participants and 
TKF Friends, the following projects were initiated 
during/after TKF. More conversations are ongoing.

DeFining oFFline soFtWARe stAnDARDs
After TKF 2017, Kiwix and Bibliothèques Sans Frontières 
(Libraries Without Borders) started a collaboration 
with Internet-in-a-box working on defining standards 
for offline software platforms.

suppoRting eARly chilDhooD pRogRAmmes 
in gReece
In late 2017, World Connect (through Avinash Kaza/
Upswell) awarded iACT a $4,400 grant for the Donkey 
Ripples livelihood solution that creates a sustainable 
income for iACT’s refugee-led Little Ripples early 
childhood program. This program will be implemented 
in March and April 2018.

oFFline-inteRnet.oRg
After meeting at TKF 2017, Arizona State University 
(ASU) and Bibliothèques Sans Frontières (Libraries 
Without Borders), with the involvement of IFLA, will host 
an international summit from January 29 to February 1, 
2018. 25 practitioners from around the world will meet 
at ASU to explore possible synergies and the formation 
of a consortium to provide offline Internet Services for 
communities without access to such services and as 
back up when Internet fails. The medium to long-term 
goals of the consortium are to design and implement 
common projects, align technologies and practice, 
build an instrument to expand fundraising capacities 
for offline internet solutions and to develop global 
standards for offline internet. Participants from TKF 
2017 from Kiwix, Learning Equality, INEE and Rumie will 
be amongst the organisations that attend.  

innovAtion lAbs
A proposed project between Microsoft, Relief 
International and the Building Peace Foundation to 
build innovation labs using technology developed 
by Microsoft that can hugely improve the access to 
education in the camps. The partnership is currently 
seeking funding.

Filling A gAp in eARly chilDhooD seRvices 
FoR ReFugees in gReece
Following TKF 2017, iACT and Refugee Trauma Initiative 
started to explore the potential co-implementation of 
Little Ripples, a comprehensive preschool programme 
for refugees in Greece. They are currently seeking 
funding to start this partnership.

no lost geneRAtion silicon vAlley 
symposium
On 12th September 2017, The No Lost Generation 
(NLG) Tech Task Force hosted the NLG Silicon Valley 
Symposium at Microsoft in San Francisco that brought 
together 50+ representatives from the private and 
humanitarian sectors including organisations that 
attended TKF 2017 - NetHope, Microsoft, Arizona State 
University, UNICEF, World Vision and IRC. As result 
of the working session at the Symposium, several 
organisations are working on multiple project-based 
cross-sector collaborations to address four identified 
key challenges that displaced youth and adolescents 
face.
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2017 ACHIEVEMENTS AND OUTCOMES

tKF tAlKs 
TKF TALKS are open to the public and are curated to 
involve the wider community and to encourage learning, 
provoke conversation and inspire new thoughts.

tKF tAlKs - KlosteRs August 2017

1.neWs AnD FAKe neWs: A selection oF 
neWs eXpeRts Discuss. Henry Muller (previous 
editorial director of the Time Warner Group), James 
Le Mesurier OBE (Mayday Rescue Foundation), Julia 
Leeb (war photojournalist, filmmaker and author), 
Graham Boynton (newspaper and magazine journalist) 
and Roland Oliphant (The Telegraph, Moscow 
Correspondent) came together to discuss the severe 
problem of fake news and whether this flow of false 
information can be stopped. 
2. species pRotection: A selection oF 
eXpeRts Discuss Jon Hutton (Director of the Luc 
Hoffman Institute (WWF)) and Jesper Roerbaeck 
(advisor to ESPA) spoke on how as many as 30-50 
percent of all species are possibly heading toward 
extinction by mid-century and what can we do about it. 

“pARticipAting in the KlosteRs FoRum Discussions AnD DebAtes hAs given me 

hope thAt solutions eXist to solve some oF the moRe DiFFicult issues FAcing 

humAnity toDAy. it is this Rich eXchAnge oF iDeAs, eXpeRtise AnD KnoWleDge, 

combineD With the Will to Do gooD thAt cReAtes An enviRonment WheRe 

the impossible becomes possible.” 

Mary-Jane Deeb, Library of Congress 
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“tKF is A gReAt plAtFoRm to Dive Deep 

into sociAlly RelevAnt pRoblems 

thAt neeD uRgent Attention.” 

Siddharth Prakash - Microsoft 
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2017 ACHIEVEMENTS AND OUTCOMES
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AMBITION AND FUTURE EVENTS

tKF tAlKs plAnneD FoR JAnuARy 2018 - KlosteRs 

philAnthRopy in the moDeRn WoRlD
James Newell, Managing Director of the Fundraising and Management Business Unit at Kingston Smith and 
Monique Morrow, President and Co-Founder of the Humanized Internet, will speak on how Blockchain is ac-
celerating impact investing and philanthropy progress globally. 

tKF tAlKs plAnneD FoR JAnuARy 2018 - DAvos to coinciDe With the WoRlD economic FoRum 
DAvos meeting 2018

ReFugee eDucAtion:  chAllenges & solutions
Speakers from Microsoft, MiT Solve, Independent Diplomat and The Library of Congress will discuss what can 
be done to ensure that refugee children and adolescents receive the education they need to have the chance 
for a brighter future, given the enormity of the challenge and the protracted nature of multiple refugee crises 
around the world. 
The panel will be hosted by Tradeshift. 

pAst the 11th houR: oceAns AnD RiveRs sos
Speakers from Blue Marine Foundation, Imperial College London, The Pew Charitable Trusts and Plastic 
Oceans Foundation will discuss the urgent key challenges of plastic pollution in our oceans and the potential 
solutions to this gigantic problem, launching the topic of TKF 2018.
The panel will be hosted by Consensys. 

tKF tAlKs - lonDon 2018 

the sAlon seRies: oceAn sos plAstic pollution 
On 2nd May 2018, The Klosters Forum will co-host the opening of Spring Restaurant’s Salon Series of 2018. The 
Klosters Forum and Skye Gyngell (owner of Spring Restaurant, Somerset House), will curate a panel discussion 
focused on plastic waste in our planet’s oceans. In the light-filled Salon, the breakfast event will feature speak-
ers including Skye Gyngell, Clare Brooke (CEO of Blue Marine Foundation), Jo Royle (Founder of Common 
Seas) and Celia Pool (co-founder of DAME). The panel of creatives, philanthropists and conservationists will 
be moderated by A Plastic Planet co-founder Sian Sutherland. Alongside the talk, guests will enjoy a Scratch 
Breakfast, an adaption of the restaurant’s Scratch Menu specially designed by Skye and featuring a range of 
breakfast options comprising food that would normally go to waste.
The panel discussion will focus on topics such as the enormity of the world’s plastic pollution problem, how 
leading companies are tackling the issue, and what individuals at home can do to reduce their own consump-
tion of plastic. We hope that this will be an inspiring and insightful event that will bring together like-minded 
individuals in the hope of making a change and protecting our planet’s oceans.

 
hoW to AcADemy - hoW to sAve the WoRlD: the WAR on plAstics 
On 3rd May 2018, at the Royal Institution, the How to: Academy and The New York Times will host a landmark 
evening conference on saving the planet from plastic. 16 inspirational speakers at the forefront of the fight 
will cover initiatives by consumers, brands, businesses and governments; will propose changes to the plastic 
footprint of supermarkets and travel; and will explore the outlook for recycling and the development of natural 
bio-plastics. Alongside these speakers, The Klosters Forum has been invited to showcase its initiatives to par-
ticipants and speakers. 

7
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AMBITION AND FUTURE EVENTS

tKF July 2018 - 2020:  oceAn sos: plAstic pollution 
 
In July 2018 TKF will bring together practitioners, funders, innovators and change-makers to kick-start and tackle 
the next challenge: OCEANS SOS - PLASTIC POLLUTION. We will provide a platform for conversations and col-
laborations between people and entities who can, together, develop and fund solutions to effectively address the 
problem of the over-abundance of plastic in our oceans and to bring our marine ecosystems back to health. 

Stakeholders already invited include experts and players along the entire plastics value chain who possess:

•	 The scientific, technological, industrial and/ or practical knowledge and experience to identify the causes and 
the potential solutions to the flow of plastics into marine environments;

•	 The decision-making power to drive, implement and/ or scale the changes needed to turn the plastic tide;
•	 The financial or other resources to implement, scale or accelerate solutions identified.  
 
In short, all attendees must be identifiable as a key part of the problem and/ or a solution.
 
Invited participants include: environmental NGOs, philanthropists, foundations, policy-makers, lawyers, inves-
tors, plastics manufacturers, manufacturers of alternative materials, designers, retailers, consumer brands, in-
vestors, recyclers, waste managers, marine biologists, petrochemical companies, chemists, social scientists, art-
ists and tech innovators.
 
For this Forum we have partnered with the Common Seas initiative, which is adopting a Wedges approach to 
inspire a common framework to reduce the threats of marine plastic pollution. No one solution exists to solve this 
problem: a range of interventions need to occur simultaneously at different spatial scales to manoeuvre toward a 
common goal of zero plastic entering the ocean. Participants of The Klosters Forum will play an instrumental role 
in designing a dynamic approach to delivering Wedges for marine plastic pollution. The Common Seas Initiative 
Wedges Framework is being co-authored by world-renowned scientists Dr Jenna Jambeck and Dr Lucy Woodall.

tKF - DAvos (to coinciDe With the WoRlD economic FoRum DAvos meeting 2019)

Collaborations as a result of TKF July 2018 will be showcased in Davos to coincide with The World Economic Forum 
in January 2019. 

8
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LONGTERM GOAL

long teRm goAl

Our 2018 Forum is looking for practical solutions to 
address the how to stem the flow of plastics into our 
oceans. This topic will continue as a core topic for TKF 
for three years, until 2020. This is a critical global issue 
and one for which our collegial style of approach will 
add value. 

As we develop we will explore holistic approaches to se-
lect topics. Our attendees form part of an ongoing and 
ever-expanding impact-driven network within which 
existing conversations can continue and new ones can 
begin. 

We plan to grow in reputation and stature whilst retain-
ing a relatively small number of participants in order to 
maximise impact and collaboration opportunities. 

We further plan to increase our involvement in the pro-
jects that develop out of TKF. We focus on driving inno-
vative solutions along the industry’s entire supply chain 
and in line with the circular economy. 

9
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IMPACT AND VALUE

The Summer Forum is a jumping off point from which participants benefit 
from our platform.
The Forum’s participants eat and stay together – building camaraderie 
and trust which is so important in future collaborations. They are carefully 
selected for their background and knowledge, and our solutions are meas-
ured around:
 

enAbleD conveRsAtion: we enable conversation and knowledge 
sharing – as well as the sharing of planned projects, past successes & 
lessons learned from past mistakes made;

encouRAgeD pARtneRships: We provide the neutral platform 
on which participants can explore ways in which they can support and 
work with each other;

built netWoRKs – the (in)visible hAnD:  We curate a cohort of 
interested & expert participants from around the world and from di-
verse backgrounds thereby introducing people who would not other-
wise have met – enabling and enhancing a greater network for good;

ADDRessing the imAginAtion DeFicit – opening minDs: We 
provide the time and the space for diverse actors with similar goals to 
be together. By spending time together in an inspiring and intimate set-
ting, participants may be surprised by what connections are worthwhile 
and what collaborations effective. 

the vAlue We ADD
TKF is committed to measuring the value created in the Forum meetings 
and subsequent activities. Material social value is created across a number 
of areas, including:
 

Reduction in waste of donor monies: avoiding duplication of effort and 
repeating others’ past mistakes will help avoid wasting resources which 
are increasingly scarce for NGOs;
 
Forging the right partnerships: to make efforts more effective and may 
multiply the impact of each donor;
 
Acceleration of social change: joining together those with access to 
those with expertise, money & resources will help environmental chal-
lenges to be tackled more effectively and efficiently and help to accel-
erate change;
 
Networking for good: beyond our topic-specific Fora, we create expan-
sive networks of diverse social actors who call upon each other for help, 
support and expertise for future challenges.

 

10
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER 2017

DescRiption oF incoming FunDs

ticKet Fees
A large part of our funding currently comes from ticket fees for our events. 
For the August 2017 Forum we charged each participant CHF 180, which 
contributed to the cost of the Forum itself and 3 dinners and 2 lunches. This 
amounted to CHF 17,674.

DonAtions, giFts in KinD, voluntARy help:

DonAtions: FounDing membeRs
With the creation of TKF in January 2017, Board Members were asked to 
make a founding contribution. This amounted to CHF 16,176. 

DonAtions: tKF FRienDs
Friends of The Klosters Forum (TKF Friends) are a community of support-
ers who play a key role in advancing the mission and vision of The Klosters 
Forum. TKF Friends enjoy access to our annual TKF programme, includ-
ing exclusive panel discussions, thought-provoking talks and networking 
opportunities including intimate dinners, drinks receptions and luncheons 
during the Summer and TKF Davos Forums. Our Summer Forum and TKF 
Davos talks consistently feature innovative thinkers and subject-matter 
experts, giving TKF Friends the opportunity to open their minds, be in-
formed on pressing issues of the day and meet interested and interesting 
people. The donation as part of becoming a TKF friend goes towards the 
organisation of the entire 3 day Summer Forum and January programme. 
During the FY 2017, 30 high net-worth individuals became TKF Friends. The 
contributions of TKF Friends amounted to CHF 33,100. 

giFts in KinD:

giFts in KinD FoR 2017 WeRe pRoviDeD by: 
TKF Friends and Family - accommodation, wine, venues for meals.

giFts in KinD FoR 2018 Will be pRoviDeD by:
SIGG - water bottles 
Victorinox Swiss Army - TKF branded wooden army knives 
Not The Norm - plastic-free sun cream for participant goodie bags
Friends and Family - accommodation, wine, venues for meals
Consensys - provision of a venue for TKF Talks in Davos, January 2018
Tradeshift - provision of a venue for TKF Talks in Davos, January 2018

Gifts in kind are given in return for publicity on our invitations, brochures, 
website, social media and marketing.

voluntARy help:
As a small start-up we are so appreciative of all the help we receive from 
family and friend volunteers both in the run up to events and on the ground. 

11
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER 2017

DescRiption oF outgoing FunDs

events
The majority of our outgoing funding went towards the organisation of the 2017 Forum (CHF 
42,769). This included accommodation and logistics, food and beverages, marketing and event 
staff. Other outgoing funds went towards setting up the Verein. 

The TKF Forum conducted in Summer 2017 experienced a deficit of CHF 24,570. Thanks to 
generous private donations, the Verein could subsidise the Forum and close with a positive 
balance of CHF 29,362.

sAlARies
All Verein members worked on a voluntary basis to get the Forum off the ground.

stAtement oF FinAnciAl Activities FoR the yeAR enDing 31 DecembeR 2017

Reporting Period: January 2017–December 2017 Reporting Currency CHF

Total

income 74’146

one time contributions and Donations 55’947

 Board Member Founding Contribution 16’176

 Friends of TKF Contibutions 33’100

 Receivables 6’671

tKF Forum ticket and participation Fees 18’199

 Forum NGO Participation Fee 17’674

 Klosters Talks Tickets 525

eXpenses 44’784

verein 2’015

 Set-up Costs, Corporate Identity 1’201

 Staff Salaries –

 Various 813

tKF Forum 42’769

Marketing & Corporate Identity 6’078

Event Staff 2’391

Travel, Accomodations and Logistics 10’219

Food and Beverage 18’025

Event Infrastructure 6’056

totAl suRplus / (DeFicit)

tKF standalone -24’570

verein overall 29’362
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APPENDIX

AnnuAl necessARy buDget to sustAin tKF pRoJect:

Annual Budget going forward CHF

veRein
 Corporate Identity (incl. Website, Brand Identity) 5’000

 Staff salaries (2 Full time, 1 Part time) 145’000

tKF FoRum
 Marketing & Corporate Identity 6’000

 Event Staff 11’000

 Travel, Accomodations and Logistics 12’000

 Food and Beverage 25’000

 Event Infrastructure 10’000

 TKF WEF Panels & Prize Giving & Drinks 4’000

 TKF Workshops & Panels throughout the year 10’000

totAl 228’000
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GOVERNING STRUCTURE

goveRning stRuctuRe  
The Klosters Forum is an association (Verein) as defined in Article 60 et seqq. of the Swiss Civil Code (ZGB) with 
its registered office in Klosters, governed by its Statutes.

The Klosters Forum is an association which acts as a neutral platform to bring together NGOs, charitable organ-
isations, foundations, innovators, political decision-makers and private individuals, to develop solutions in social 
and environmental fields. Forums and smaller events, inter alia, are held for this purpose in Klosters and other 
locations.

goveRnAnce     
The Board of The Klosters Forum is responsible for 
providing the overall direction and leadership for 
TKF and for ensuring its effectiveness as a charita-
ble Verein and as a convener of thought-leaders. The 
Board of The Klosters Forum is responsible for deliv-
ering TKF’s aims and for exercising good governance.  
Board 2018: Beatrice Langloh, Christine Labes, Ruby 
Shang, Susanne von Meiss.
Operational management is delegated by the Board to 
the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and the Chief Oper-
ations Officer (COO) who is accountable to the Board 
for its stewardship of the Verein. The Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) and the Chief Operations Officer (COO) 
attend Board and Committee meetings.
Board members deploy a wide range of skills, knowl-
edge and experience essential to good governance and 
the balance of expertise is kept under review. Collec-
tively the Board must demonstrate responsible leader-
ship and judgement.
Board members, the CEO and COO are expected to 
behave with the utmost integrity and professionalism, 
and at all times to demonstrate their commitment to 
the goals and values of TKF.
The Board met twice during the year.

the leADeRship teAm    
TKF engages a CEO, Camilla ter Haar, and a COO, 
Stephanie von Meiss, to be engaged in a paid capaci-
ty from January 2018, both previously having worked as 
volunteers for TKF.

eXtenDeD teAm
TKF has the benefit of the help of Flora Donovan, who 
has assisted TKF as Programme Manager from January 
2017. 
Mitzi Knopflach also assisted on a paid basis during the 
August 2017 Forum.
Lalie Jacout and Mitzi Knopflach will be engaged in the 
weeks leading up to and during the duration of the July 
2018 Forum to assist with the operations and running 
of the Forum. 
Isabella Marinho will assist TKF as an intern from March 
2018.

    

volunteeRs    
The Klosters Forum and the projects we serve benefit 
from the invaluable support of more than 11 volunteers 
in a variety of roles. 
Our volunteers support our work in many ways, including: 
•	 Peter Flynn, Director at PwC, serves in a strategic 

advisory capacity on a monthly basis and who 
acted as Master of Ceremonies in August 2017; he 
will do so again in July 2018.

•	 Sandro Sutter, Director at BlackRock, who acts as 
Treasurer.

•	 Forum Moderators August 2017: Matt Keller; 
Malcolm Knight; Firdaus Kharas; Rory Fox.

•	 Forum 2017 Volunteers: Mike Petro, Tom Campbell, 
Lalie Jacout, Chloe Jacout.

•	 Forum Moderators July 2018: Matthew Mulrennan, 
Philip Reuchlin, Marcello di Paola.

•	 Forum 2018 Volunteers: Mike Petro, Tom Campbell, 
Stephanie Gautier, Valerie von Meiss. 

AmbAssADoRs
TKF has a team of ambassadors who are passionate 
about issues covered by the Forum and who help am-
plify the message of TKF as a platform and as a forum. 
Our ambassadors include: Alicia Grimaldi, Irina Stol-
berg, Tatiana D’Abo, Amber Nuttall, Olivia Wilkinson, 
Skye Gyngell, Natalie Munk, Anna Gavazzi Asseily, Elis-
abeth von Thurn und Taxis, Georgia Oetker and Peter 
Simon.

ADvisoRy boARD
The Klosters Forum has the benefit of a distinguished 
advisory board. The current members of its Advisory 
Board are: Tariq Fancy, founder of The Rumie Initiative 
and Chief Investment Officer for Sustainable Investing 
at BlackRock; Malcolm D. Knight, Visiting Professor of 
Finance at the London School of Economics and Polit-
ical Science and a Distinguished Fellow of the Center 
for International Governance Innovation, previously 
Vice Chairman of Deutsche Bank Group; and Professor 
Asit K. Biswas, co-founder of the Third World Centre for 
Water Management in Mexico and currently the Distin-
guished Visiting Professor at the Lee Kuan Yew School 
for Public Policy, National University of Singapore.

14
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RISK MANAGEMENT

RisK mAnAgement

The Board of The Klosters Forum have given consid-
eration to the major risks to which TKF is exposed and 
satisfied themselves that systems or procedures are 
established in order to manage those risks.

The Board of The Klosters Forum has a risk manage-
ment strategy which comprise:
       
 
•	 AN ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RISKS 

AND UNCERTAINTIES THAT TKF FACES;  
      

•	 THE ESTABLISHMENT OF POLICIES, SYSTEMS 
AND PROCEDURES TO MITIGATE THOSE RISKS 
IDENTIFIED IN THE ANNUAL REVIEW; AND 

•	 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROCEDURES DE-
SIGNED TO MINIMISE OR MANAGE ANY PO-
TENTIAL IMPACT ON TKF SHOULD THOSE RISKS 
MATERIALISE.

This work has identified that financial sustainability is 
a major risk for TKF due to dependency on third party 
income sources. A key element in the management of 
this risk is a regular review of available liquid funds to 
settle debts as they fall due, an identification of major 
dependencies, an implementation of an adequate re-
serves policy and the consideration of diversification 
plans. Further, planning for subsequent fora and activ-
ities is always conducted with a rigorous business plan 
and within TKF’s financial means.   
     
Attention has also been focussed on non-financial risks 
arising from relationships with stakeholders, given that 
this network is a key component of the TKF platform. 
A key element in the management of this reputational 
risk is ensuring consistency of key messages and imple-
menting and adequately reviewing complaints proce-
dures.   
The third key non-financial risk relates to the opera-
tion of the July Forum of the TKF platform, which may 
include beneficiary complaints, loss of fee income and 
or health and safety issues. In managing this risk TKF 
have agreed quality control and health and safety pro-
cedures, and implemented complaints procedures.
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DRAFT PROGRAMME OF TKF 2018

DRAFt pRogRAmme oF tKF 2018     

tuesday 24th July 2018
2pm onwards Registration Chesa Grischuna Hotel, 1st 

floor

6pm Welcome Hotel Silvretta

6.15pm Albatross Film Screening and Q&A with Chris Jordan 
Keynote Doug Woodring & Oliver Steeds

Hotel Silvretta

7.30pm Drinks & Dinner Casa v. Meiss

Wednesday 25th July 2018
8am Guided walk to the Kesslerhof or 8.45  

organized bus at Chesa to the Kesslerhof 
- organization Mizzi

Kesslerhof

9am Mindfulness with Palma Michel Kesslerhof / outside

9.15am Introduction & Setting the Scene Kesslerhof

9.30am Workshop 1: the end of plastic as We Know it: Alter-
natives for the Future
This workshop will cover: Plastic production reduction 
& Innovative materials and product design. Consid-
eration will be given to any human & environmental 
costs of solutions proposed.
Outcomes will include: testing the wedges, plastic pro-
duction reduction & Innovative materials and product 
design; sharing understanding of the stumbling blocks 
& opportunities; incubating ongoing partnerships & 
collaborations. 

Kesslerhof

11am Coffee

11.30am Workshop 1 Report Back Kesslerhof

12 noon panel Discussion: is plastic the problem? Kesslerhof

1pm Lunch Kesslerhof

2pm Workshop 2: Whose Responsibility is it Anyway?
This workshop will cover: Radical reduction of waste 
generation and optimised waste management. Includ-
ing producer responsibility, deposit return schemes, 
improved infrastructure & recycling; circular economy 
approaches and behavioural changes.
Outcomes will include: testing the wedges, Radical 
reduction of waste generation and Optimised waste 
management; sharing understanding of the stumbling 
blocks & opportunities; incubating ongoing partner-
ships & collaborations.

Kesslerhof

3.30pm Workshop 2 Report Back Kesslerhof

4pm Coffee Kesslerhof

6.30pm 5 in 5: Innovative Solutions 
•	 Matthew Mulrennan, 

Director of the  XPrize Oceans Initiative
•	 Tatiana Lujan, Client Earth
•	 tbd

Chesa

7.30pm Dinner Chesa
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DRRAFT PROGRAMM OF TKF 2018

DRAFt pRogRAmme oF tKF 2018     

thursday 26th July 2018
Transport & Lift to the Madrisa Club Madrisa Club

9.15am Optional - Mindfulness with Palma Michel Madrisa Club

9.30am Workshop 3: before the sea: tackling the mess we’re 
making
This workshop will cover: Effective Litter Capture. 
Consideration will be given to any human & environ-
mental costs of solutions proposed. Participants will 
consider clean-ups, in situ catchment devices, Sewage 
and storm water catchment systems & specific indus-
try targets.
Outcomes will include: testing the wedge, Effective 
Litter Capture; sharing understanding of the stum-
bling blocks & opportunities; incubating ongoing 
partnerships & collaborations. 

Madrisa Club

10.45am Coffee Madrisa Club

11.30am Workshop 3 Report Back Madrisa Club

12 noon panel Discussion: the true costs of Alternatives Madrisa Club

1pm Lunch Madrisa Club

2pm Workshop 4: the big picture
This workshop will cover: Other Overarching Influ-
ences. Consideration will be given to any human & 
environmental costs of solutions proposed. As well as 
regional contexts, costs of interventions and finance 
available, political considerations, education & popular 
culture.
Outcomes will include: testing the wedge, Effective 
Litter Capture; sharing understanding of the stum-
bling blocks & opportunities; incubating ongoing 
partnerships & collaborations.

Madrisa Club

3.30pm Workshop 4 Report Back Madrisa Club

4pm Forum Close Madrisa Club

4.30pm Lifts & Transports

6.30pm Exclusive Preview of A Plastic Ocean 2, Q & A with [xxx] TBD

7.30pm Drinks & Dinner Kaffee Klatsch

Friday 27th July 2018
9am Desk Open for Questions Chesa Grischuna, 1st Floor

9am–1pm Optional Local Activities TBC

O C E A N  S OS
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ADVERTISING

“no WAteR, no liFe. 
no blue, no gReen.”

sylviA eARle

I N v ItAt I O N
pl e As e  J o i n  u s  i n  K lo s t e Rs 

o n  2 4 –2 6  J u ly  2 0 1 8

The Klosters Forum is a solution-focused plat-
form, bringing together disruptive and inspir-
ational minds to tackle some of the world’s 
most pressing environmental  challenges. 
Our unique forum is set in the Swiss 
Alps, where we replace monologues with  

dialogues, card swaps with workshops and  
the  corporate flair with mountain air. On  
24–26 July 2018 we bring together hand-
picked change makers to jointly address  
how to turn off the tap (or at the very least 
stem the flow) of plastics into our oceans. 

To learn more about The Klosters Forum 
or how to get  involved, please get in touch.  
  stephanie@theklostersforum.com 

O C E A N  S OS
h oW  c A n  W e  s t e m  t h e  F l oW  o F 

p l A s t i c s  i n t o  o u R  o c e A n ?
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